Run Report - #2313
Footy Fever Run
Brothers Leagues Club, Grange
Hares: Scruffy, Anchovy & Catgut
The first cold Monday of the year and the pack were keen to set off running, walking or just
crossing the car park to the Brothers Leagues Club bar. There was a short delay for the
normal hares BS and a lengthy duty of care speech from Catgut. Hash must be getting more
dangerous.
A quick loop around the clubhouse and it was on to the first of many 360’s and loops along
the canal & creek. The hares could be seen enjoying and adding to the confusion from the
club car park. Normal FRTs Grewsome, Tinkerbelle, Bugs & JC led the charge with Little
Arseplay & Multiple Choice at the back of the pack and in deep conversation, no doubt
plotting strategies for the circle. I suppose with Snappy Tom absent it must have been a
difficult decision as to who else besides Luftwaffe would be iced.
It was actually a good trail and good territory with plenty of creek crossings, 360’s and
checks - it was just a bit hard to find at times. It was marked with lots shredded paper, but
unfortunately all in big piles 500m apart. The hares had also been to the Miles O’Toole
school of chalk conservation.
By the first regroup on Webster Rd, near Stafford Rd the pack was down to 9 and then after a
loop around the Stafford Shopping centre and back to the bush, Grewsome, JC & Turbo
shortcutted for home.
This left Tinkerbelle, Optus, Bugs, Royal Screw, Craft & XXXX to do the full run out to
Shand St, more loops, checks & confusion, Raymont Rd and finally home in 80 minutes –
fittingly just the length of a rugby league match. Tinkerbelle said it was the best 2 runs of the
year.
Missed most of the circle but I understand Mortein was iced for his golfing prowess &
Scruffy for some trumped up misdemeanour (that’s what he told me anyway).
The runners arrived just in time to see Multiple Choice calling Luftwaffe onto the ice – now
there was a surprise. Multiple managed to complete one whole charge without a single f*ken,
but then got over excited and lapsed into form. Still not sure what it was all about but I think
Luftwaffe was SOTW.
Meal inside wasn’t bad and good value.
Run 8/10 – good trail and territory, just needed either more markings or more than 6 runners
to find them
Circle – not sure, missed most of it
on on
Even Optus

